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Chain for towed equipment, Field equipment for agriculture—safety - S338.5 MAY2006 (R2011)

(Channel) Diversions - EP492.1 APR2014

Channels, Agricultural drainage outlets—open - EP407.2 SEP2014

(Chemical) Terminology and definitions for application of crop or forestry production and protection agents - S327.4 JUL2012

(Chemicals) Calibration and distribution pattern testing of agricultural aerial application equipment - S386.2 FEB1986 (R2013)


(Chemicals) Spray nozzle classification by droplet spectra - S572.1 MAR2009 (R2013)

(Chemigation) Design and installation of microirrigation systems - EP405.1 APR1988 (R2014)

Chemigation, Safety devices for - EP409.1 MAR1989 (R2013)

Chisel plow, field and row crop cultivator shanks and ground tool mountings - S225.1 FEB1973 (R2013)

Classifications of agricultural-field equipment, Definitions and - S390.5 JAN2011

(Clean) Procedure for sampling, measuring and reporting commingled crop in combine harvest of a subsequent crop - S598 JAN2010 (R2014)

(Clearance) Agricultural tractors — operator's workplace, access and exit — dimensions - ISO 4252:2007 MAY2012

(Clearance) Tractors for agriculture and forestry — safety — part 1: standard tractors - AD26322-1:2008 JUN2012

(Clearance) Tractors for agriculture and forestry— safety— part 2: narrow-track and small tractors - AD26322-2:2010 JUN2012

(Clearance PTO drive line) Agricultural tractors and machinery — power take-off drive shafts and power-input connection — part 2: specification for use of PTO drive shafts, and position and clearance of PTO drive line and PIC for various attachments – AD5673-2:2005 SEP2014

Clearance zone, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 1: general specifications, safety requirements, dimensions for master shield and - AD500-1:2014 FEB2015

Clearance zone, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2 and 3—part 2: narrow-track tractors, dimensions for master shield and – ISO 500-2:2004 DEC2010


(Clearance zone) Agricultural tractors and machinery — power take-off drive shafts and power-input connection — part 2: specification for use of PTO drive shafts, and position and clearance of PTO drive line and PIC for various attachments – AD5673-2:2005 SEP2014

(Clutch) Power take-off definitions and terminology for agricultural tractors - S205.2 DEC1978 (R2013)

Collapsible emitting hose (drip tape)—specifications and performance - S553 DEC2000 (R2012)

Color code for educational and training laboratories, Safety - EP415.2 NOV1997 (R2012)

Columns Design requirements and bending properties for mechanically laminated wood assemblies - EP559.1 WiCorr. 1 AUG2010 (R2014)

Combine capacity and performance test procedure - S396.2 APR1990 (R2013)

Combine harvesters—determination and designation of grain tank capacity and unloading device performance, Equipment for harvesting - AD5687:1999 JAN2014

(Combine) Procedure for sampling, measuring and reporting commingled crop in combine harvest of a subsequent crop - S598 JAN2010 (R2014)

Combiners and grain harvesting. Terminology for - S343.3 APR1990ED (R2013)

Commingled crop in combine harvest of a subsequent crop, Procedure for sampling, measuring and reporting - S598 JAN2010 (R2014)

(Communication) Hand signals for use in agriculture - S351 FEB1972 (R2011)

(Compaction) Soil cone penetrometer - S313.3 FEB1999ED (R2013)

(Compaction) Procedures for using and reporting data obtained with the soil cone penetrometer - EP542 FEB1999 (R2013)

Compression test of food materials of convex shape - S368.4 DEC2000 (R2012)

Concrete irrigation pipe systems, Design and installation of nonreinforced - S261.7 FEB1989 (R2011)

Concrete slip-form canal linings - S289.2 FEB1998 (R2013)

(Confined space) Manure storage safety - EP470.1 OCT2011

(Container) Manually handled collapsible reusable plastic containers for handling of fruits and vegetables - S600 OCT2011

Containers from pesticides and pesticide-related products, Recycling plastic - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)
Control devices to lawn and garden ride-on tractor attachments and implements, Application of remote linear - S377 DEC1974 (R2009)

Controlled Drainage systems in humid regions, Operation of - EP479.1 DEC2013

Controller, Test procedure for measuring the output characteristics of an electric fence - S500 MAR1990 (R2014)

Controls and displays on agricultural equipment, Graphic symbols for operator - S304.8 MAY2006 (R2010)

Controls and other displays-part 1: common symbols, Tractors, machinery for agriculture and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment-symbols for operator - ISO 3767-1:1998 MAY2006 (R2010)


(Control) Safety for agricultural field equipment - S318.17 JUN2009

(Control) Tractors for agriculture and forestry — safety — part 1: standard tractors - AD26332-1:2008 JUN 2012

(Control) Tractors for agriculture and forestry— safety- part 2: narrow-track and small tractors - AD26332-2:2010 JUN2012

Conversion factors Use of SI (metric) units - EP285.8 FEB2014

Conveying equipment, Safety for portable agricultural auger - S361.3 APR1990 (R2011)

Conveying equipment, Terminology and specification definitions for agricultural auger - S374 MAR1975 (R2011)

Conveyor Pallet load transfer system for vegetable harvesters, shuttle vehicles, and road trucks - S515 JAN1993 (R2012)

Conveyors Auger flighting design considerations - EP389.2 JUN1993 (R2015)

Corn storage time for 0.5% dry matter loss, Shelled - D535 MAY2005 (R2014)

(Costs) Agricultural machinery management - EP496.3 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Costs) Agricultural machinery management data - D497.7 MAR2011

(Costs) Performing off-farm energy audits - S612 JUL2009

Cotton drying systems, Temperature sensor locations for seed - S530.1 AUG2007 (R2012)

Cotton Gins - method of utilizing emission factors in determining emission parameters - S582 MAR2005 (R2010)

Cotton harvester baskets, Capacity ratings and unloading dimensions for - S375.2 DEC1996 (R2013)

Cotton module builder and transporter standard - S392.2 APR2005 (R2014)

Cotton module cover material performance – S615.1 DEC2013

Coupler, Agricultural wheeled tractors and implements—three-point hitch coupler—part 1:U-frame - S278.7 JUL2003 (R2009)

Couplers for lawn and garden tractors, Dimensions for cylindrical hydraulic - S418.1 OCT2010 (R2014)

Couplers, agricultural tractors and machinery-general purpose quickaction hydraulic - S366.2 MAY2004 (R2009)

Crops, Thin-layer drying of agricultural - S448.2 SEP2014

(Crumbles) Densified products for bulk handling — definitions and method – S269.5 OCT2012

(Cubes) Densified products for bulk handling — definitions and method – S269.5 OCT2012

Cultivator shanks and ground tool mountings, Chisel plow, field and row crop - S225.1 FEB1973 (R2013)

(Curing) Energy efficiency of peanut drying systems – S488.1 APR2013

D

Dairy housing, freestalls, feed bunks, and feeding fences, Terminology and recommendations for freestall - EP444.1 DEC1999 (R2010)

(Dairy) Automatic milking installations-requirements and testing - AD20066:2007 JAN2011


(Dairy) Milking machine installations-mechanical tests. - AD6690:2007 JAN2011

(Dairy) Milking machine installations—vocabulary - AD3918:2007 JAN2011

(Decals) Tractors, machinery for agricultural and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment – safety signs and hazard pictorials – general principles - AD11684:1996 APR2011

Definitions for biomass production, harvesting and collection, storage, processing, conversion and utilization, Terminology and - S593.1 JAN2011

Definitions and methods, Densified products for bulk handling - S269.5 OCT2012

Definitions and terminology for agricultural tractors, Power take-off - S205.2 DEC1978 (R2013)

(Definitions) Braking system test procedures and braking performance criteria for agricultural field equipment - S365.9 NOV2011


(Definitions) Construction and rating of equipment for drying farm crops - S248.3 MAR1976 (R2010)

(Definitions) Design and installation of microirrigation systems - EP405.1 APR1998 (R2014)

(Definitions) Design and installation of nonreinforced concrete irrigation pipe systems - S261.7 FEB1989 (R2011)


Definitions for agricultural auger conveying equipment, Terminology and specification - S374 MAR1975 (R2011)

Definitions for agricultural tillage implements, Terminology and - S414.2 MAR2009 (R2013)

Definitions for soil tillage and soil-tool relationships, Terminology and - EP291.3 FEB2005 (R2013)

(Definitions) Guidelines for measuring and reporting environmental parameters for plant experiments in growth chambers - EP411.5 DEC2012

(Definitions) Guidelines for selection of energy efficient agricultural ventilation fans - EP566.2 JUN2012

(Definitions) Installation and maintenance of farm standby electric power - EP364.4 FEB2013

(Definitions) Lawn and garden ride on (riding) tractors—one point tubular sleeve hitch - ISO 9192:1991 OCT2001 (R2012)

Definitions and classifications of agricultural field equipment - S390.5 JAN2011
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(Horse drawn vehicle) Lighting and marking of animal-drawn equipment - EP576.2 OCT2012

Humid areas, Design and construction of surface drainage systems on agricultural lands in - EP302.4 FEB1993 (R2012)

(HVAC) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture-air quality systems for cabs-terminology and overview - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

HVAC design, Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC - S613-2.1 JUN2013

HVC design, Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013

(Hydraulic) Application of remote linear control devices to lawn and garden ride-on tractor attachments and implements - S377 DEC1974 (R2009)

Hydraulic pressure for implements, Agricultural tractors - AD10448:1994 NOV2014

(Hydraulic circuits) Safety for agricultural front end loaders - S583 MAY2005 (R2010)

Hydraulic couplers, Agricultural tractors and machinery-general purpose quick-action - S366.2 MAY2004 (R2009)

Hydraulic couplers for lawn and garden tractors, Dimensions for cylindrical - S418.1 OCT2010 (R2014)

(Implement attachment) Agricultural equipment — mechanical connections between towed and towing vehicles — implement hitch rings and attachment to tractor drawbars - ISO 21244:2008 JAN2011
Implement power take-off driveline specifications - S331.5 MAR1995 (R2010)


(Implement power-input connection (PIC) Agricultural tractors and machinery — power take-off drive shafts and power-input connection — part 2: specification for use of PTO drive shafts, and position and clearance of PTO drive line and PIC for various attachments – AD5673.2:2005 SEP2014

Implements. Operating requirements for tractors and power take-off driven - S207.13 MAY2015

(Implements) Terminology and definitions for soil tillage and soil-tool relationships - EP291.3 FEB2005 (R2013)

(Implements)—three-point hitch couplers—part 1:U-frame couplers, Agricultural wheeled tractors and - S278.7 JUL2003 (R2009)

(Implements). Terminology and definitions for agricultural tillage - S414.2 MAR2009 (R2013)


(Implements) Braking system test procedures and braking performance criteria for agricultural field equipment - S365.9 NOV2011

Infrared brooding equipment, Installation of electric - EP258.5 JUN2014

Injury classification (FAIC) code, Farm and agricultural - S275.1 MAR2002 (R2011)

Instructional seat, Agricultural tractors - AD23205.2006 FEB2010 (R2014)

(Instructions) Tractors, machinery for agriculture and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment – operator’s manual – content and format - EP363.2 JUL2012

Insulation in agricultural buildings, Guidelines for use of thermal - S401.2 FEB1993 (R2012)

(Irrigated agriculture) Design, construction, and maintenance of subsurface drains in arid and semiarid areas - EP463.2 NOV2009 (R2014)

(Irrigation) Collapsible emitting hose (drip tape)—specifications and performance testing - S553 DEC2000 (R2012)

(Irrigation) Concrete slip-form canal linings - S289.2 FEB1998 (R2013)


Irrigation, Electrical service and equipment - S397.4 NOV2013


Irrigation machines, Wiring and equipment for electrically driven or controlled - S362.2 JAN1983ED (R2014)

Irrigation pipe systems, Design and installation of nonreinforced concrete - S261.7 FEB1989 (R2011)

Irrigation pipelines, Design, installation and performance of underground, thermo-plastic - S376.2 JAN1998 (R2015)

(Irrigation) Polyethylene pipe used for microirrigation laterals - S435.1 JAN2015


(Irrigation) Procedure for sprinkler testing and performance reporting - S398.1 MAR1985 (R2012)

(Irrigation) runoff reuse systems, Surface - EP408.3 OCT2014


(Irrigation) Soil and water terminology - S526.3 SEP2007

Irrigation system design, Graphic symbols for pressurized - S491 APR1992 (R2012)

(Irrigation) Test procedure for determining the uniformity of water distribution of center pivot and lateral move irrigation machines equipped with spray or sprinkler nozzles - S436.1 JUN1996 (R2012)

Irrigation—testing and performance reporting, Media filters for - S339 MAR1994 (R2012)

Irrigation wells, Designing and constructing - EP400.3 OCT2007 (R2012)

J


K

(Knitted net) Net wrap for round balers – S352 APR2014

(Knot strength) Agricultural baling twine for automatic balers - S315.4 DEC2011

L

(Labels) Tractors, machinery for agricultural and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment—safety signs and hazard pictorials — general principles – AD11684:1995 APR2011

(Labeling) Capacity designation for fertilizer and pesticide hoppers and containers - S281.3 APR1987 (R2013)

(Laboratory) Safety color code for educational and training laboratories - EP415.2 NOV1997 (R2012)

Ladders. cages, walkways and stairs - S412.1 MAR1990 (R2014)

(Ladders) Tractors for agriculture and forestry — safety — part 1: standard tractors - AD26322-1:2008 JUN 2012

(Ladders) Tractors for agriculture and forestry—safety—part 2: narrow-track and small tractors - AD26322-2:2010 JUN2012

Lagoons for animal waste management, Design of anaerobic - EP403.4 FEB2011

Laminated wood assemblies, Design requirements and bending properties for mechanically - EP559.1 W/Corr. 1 AUG2010 (R2014)


(Lamp lighting) Flashing warning lamp for agricultural equipment - SAE J974 AUG2002 (R2011)

Lamp and slow-moving vehicle (SMV) identification emblem, Mounting brackets and socket for warning - S277.2 FEB1972 (R2012)

Landscape irrigation sprinkler and emitter standard - ASABE/ICC 802-2014

(Laterals) Polyethylene pipe used for microirrigation laterals – S435.1 JAN2015

Lawn and garden tractors, Dimensions for cylindrical hydraulic couplers for - S418.1 OCT2010 (R2014)

Lawn and garden equipment, Definitions of powered - S323.2 JUN1983 (R2009)

Lawn and garden ride-on tractor attachments and implements, Application of remote linear control devices to - S377 DEC1974 (R2008)

Lawn and garden ride-on (riding) tractors - drawbar - ISO 9190:1990 OCT2001 (R2012)


Lawn and garden ride-on tractors, 2000-rpm front and mid PTO for - S431.3 JUN2014

Lawn and garden ride-on tractors, 2000-rpm power take-off for - S370.4 FEB2011

Lighting and marking of agricultural equipment on highways - S279.17 JUL2013

Lighting systems for agricultural facilities - EP344.4 JAN2014

Lighting and marking of animal-drawn equipment - EP76.2 OCT2012

(Lighting) Flashing warning lamp for agricultural equipment - SAE J974 AUG2002 (R2011)

(Lighting) Headlamps for agricultural equipment - S608 AUG2008 (R2013)

Lightning protection, Specifications for - EP381.1 JUL1988 (R2014)

Linings, Concrete slip-form canal - S289.2 FEB1998 (R2013)


Livestock and poultry, Design values for emergency ventilation and care of - EP282.2 FEB1993 (R2013)

Livestock and poultry, Dimensions of - D321.2 MAR1985 (R2011)

Livestock containment areas, Equipotential plane in - EP473.2 JAN2001 (R2011)

(Livestock) Manure production and characteristics - D384.2 MAR2005 (R2014)

Livestock production facilities, Uniform terminology for - S501 APR1990 (R2011)

Livestock shelters, Design of ventilation systems for poultry and -EP270.5 DEC1986 (R2012)

Livestock manure handling equipment, Nomenclature/terminology for - S466.2 OCT2012

Livestock waterers, Safety for electrically heated - EP342.3 NOV2010

Load carrying ability of farm materials transport equipment. Test procedure and performance criteria for the under-carriage - S360.1 FEB2004 (R2014)

Loaders – dimensional and operational ratings, Agricultural equipment – front - S301.5 SEP2012

Loaders, Safety for agricultural front-end - S355.4 OCT2010

Loads for bunker (horizontal) silos, Design - EP538.2 OCT2008 (R2013)


Loads exerted by free-floating grain on shallow storage structures - EP545 MAR1995 (R2015)

Loads exerted by Irish potatoes in shallow bulk storage structures - EP446.3 APR2008 (R2012)

Loads on agricultural structures due to use, Floor and suspended - EP378.4 JUN2010 JUN2010 (R2014)

(Location) Agricultural vehicles - mechanical connections between towed and towing vehicles - dimensions of ball-type coupling device (60 mm) - ISO 24347:2005 JUN2014


Location of PTO, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 3: main PTO dimensions and spline dimensions – ISO 500-3:2014 FEB2015

(Logging) Terminology for forest operations and equipment – S516 OCT2014

(Lower Explosive Limit (LEL)), Ventilating manure storages to reduce entry risks - S607 OCT2010 (R2014)


(Machinery) Definitions and classifications of agricultural-field equipment - S390.5 JAN2011

Machinery management data, Agricultural - D497.7 MAR2011

Management, Agricultural machinery - EP496.3 FEB2006 (R2011)

Management data, Agricultural machinery - D497.7 MAR2011

Management, Performing on-farm energy audits -S612 JUL2009


Management, Uniform terminology for agricultural machinery - S495.1 NOV2005 (R2011)

Management, Uniform terminology for rural waste - S292.5. OCT 1994 (R2013)


Manual – content and format, Tractors, machinery for agriculture and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment – operator’s – EP363.2 JUL2012


(Manuals) Safety for agricultural field equipment - S318.17 JUN2009

(Manuals) Safety for power take-off (PTO), PTO drive shaft, and power input connection (PIC) for agricultural field equipment - S604.1 SEP2014


(Manure auger elevator) Safety for farmstead equipment - S354.5 JAN2006 (R2011)

(Manure) Design of anaerobic lagoons for animal waste management - EP403.4 FEB2011

(Manure-gasses) Ventilating manure storages to reduce entry risks - S607 OCT2010 (R2014)

Manure handling equipment, Nomenclature/terminology for livestock - S466.2 OCT2012

Manure odors, Management of - EP379.5 APR2012

Manure production and characteristics - D384.2 MAR2005 (R2014)

Manure spreaders—dual rating method, Volumetric capacity of box type - S324.1 APR1986 (R2012)

Manure spreaders, Volumetric capacity of closed tank type - S326.1 JAN1989 (R2014)

Manure spreaders, Volumetric capacity of forage wagons, wagon boxes, and forage handling adaptations of - S238.1 APR1986 (R2011)

Manure storage safety - EP470.1 OCT2011

Manure storages - EP393.3 DEC1998 (R2013)

Manure storages to reduce entry risks, Ventilating - S607 OCT2010 (R2014)
(Nozzle) Spray nozzle classification by droplet spectra - S572.1 MAR2009 (R2013)

Nozzle wear rate, Procedure for measuring sprayer S471 MAR1991 (R2012)

(Nozzle selection) Best management practices for boom spraying - S592 JAN2007 (R2012)

O

(Odor) Uniform terminology for air quality – S588 JUL2012

Odors, Management of manure - EP379.5 APR2012

One-point tubular sleeve hitch, Lawn and garden ride-on (riding) tractors - ISO 9192:1991 OCT2001 (R2012)

(Open channel) Grasped waterway for runoff control - EP464 DEC2006

Operating requirements for tractors and power take-off driven implements - S207.13 MAY2015

Operator, Agricultural wheeled tractors and field machinery—measurement of whole-body vibration of the - ISO 5008:2002 W/Cor. 1 MAY2006 (R2011)


Operator's manual – content and format, Tractors, machinery for agriculture and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment - EP363.2 JUL2012

Operator's workplace, access and exit — dimensions, Agricultural tractors - ISO 4252:2007 MAY2012

(Operator's workplace) Tractors for agriculture and forestry — safety — part 1: standard tractors - AD26322-1:2008 JUN2012


(OSHA) Ventilating manure storages to reduce entry risks - S607 OCT2010 (R2014)

Overhead protection for agricultural tractors—test procedures and performance requirements - SAE J167 AUG2002 (R2011)

P

(Package dimensions) Agricultural baling twine for automatic balers - S315.4 DEC2011

Pallet bins, Agricultural - S337.1 FEB1987 (R2012)

Pallet load transfer system for vegetable harvesters, shuttle vehicles, and road trucks - S515 JAN1993 (R2012)

Particle size of chopped forage materials by screening, Method of determining and expressing - S424.1 MAR1992 (R2012)

(Particle size) Method of determining and expressing fineness of feed materials by sieving - S319.4 FEB2008 (R2012)

Peanut blanchability, Method of determining - S521 DEC1991 (R2011)

Peanut drying systems, Energy efficiency of - S481.1 APR2013

Peanuts, Moisture measurement - S410.2 JUL2010

(Pellets) Densified products for bulk handling — definitions and method – S269.5 OCT2012

Penetrator, Soil cone - S313.3 FEB1999ED (R2013)

Penetrator, Procedures for using and reporting data obtained with the soil cone - EP542 FEB1999 (R2013)

Performance, Cotton module cover material – S615.1 DEC2013

(Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL)) Ventilating manure storages to reduce entry risks - S607 OCT2010 (R2014)

Pesticide and fertilizer hoppers and containers, Capacity designations for - S281.3 APR1987 (R2013)

(Pesticide) Procedures for measuring drift deposits from ground, orchard, and aerial sprayers - S561.1 APR2004 (R2009)

(Pesticide) Terminology and definitions for application of crop or forestry production and protection agents - S327.4 JUL2012

Pesticides and pesticide-related products, Recycling plastic containers from - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)


Phase converters, Single-phase rural distribution service for motors and - EP329.3 APR2013

(Physical properties) Density, specific gravity, and mass-moisture relationships of grain for storage - D241.4 OCT1992 (R2012)


(Pin strength) Drawbar pin dimensions and requirements for towed equipment – S625 MAR2015

Pipe dimensions, Flanged steel blower - S347.1 MAR1981 (R2011)

Pipe systems, Design and installation of nonreinforced concrete irrigation - S261.7 FEB1989 (R2011)

Pipe used for microirrigation laterals, Polyethylene - S435.1 JAN2015

Pipelines, Design, installation and performance of underground, thermoplastic irrigation - S376.2 JAN1998 (R2015)

(Piping systems) Safety color code for educational and training laboratories - EP415.2 NOV1997 (R2012)

Plant experiments in growth chambers, Guidelines for measuring and reporting environmental parameters for - EP411.5 DEC2012

(Plant materials) Moisture relationships of plant-based agricultural products - D245.6 Wi/Corr. 1 OCT2007 (R2012)

Planters, drills and seeders, Terminology for soil-engaging components for conservation-tillage - S477.1 AUG2013

Planters, drills and seeders, Terminology and definitions for - S506 OCT2010 (R2014)
Plastic containers from pesticides and pesticide-related products, Recycling - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)

Plow, field and row crop cultivator shanks and ground tool mountings, Chisel - S225.1 FEB1973 (R2013)

(Point force) Procedure for measuring point trip force and maximum trip height of tillage shank assemblies - S591 MAY2006 (R2012)

(Point load) Procedure for measuring point trip force and maximum trip height of tillage shank assemblies - S591 MAY2006 (R2012)

(Pole building) Post frame building system nomenclature - S618 DEC2010

Polyethylene pipe used for microirrigation laterals – S435.1 JAN2015

(Pony cart) Lighting and marking of animal-drawn equipment - EP576.2 OCT2012

Post and pier, Foundation design, shallow - EP486.2 OCT2012

Post hole diggers, Safety for tractor-mounted, boom-type – S619 DEC2013

Potatoes, Design and management of storages for bulk, fall-crop, Irish - EP475.1 JUN1996 (R2011)

Potatoes in shallow bulk storage structures, Loads exerted by Irish - EP446.3 APR2008 (R2012)

Poultry and livestock shelters, Design of ventilation systems for - EP270.5 DEC1986 (R2012)

Poultry, Design values for emergency ventilation and care of livestock and - EP282.2 FEB1993 (R2013)

Poultry, Dimensions of livestock and - D321.2 MAR1985 (R2011)

(Power) Agricultural machinery management - EP496.3 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Power) Agricultural machinery management data - D497.7 MAR2011

Power take-off definitions and terminology for agricultural tractors - S205.2 DEC1976 (R2013)

(Power take-off) Dimensions for compatible operation of forage harvesters, forage transporters and forage blowers - S328.3 JUL2003 (R2011)


(Power take-off) Driveline specifications, Implement - S331.5 MAR1995 (R2010)

(Power take-off) driven implements, Operating requirements for tractors and - S207.13 MAY2015

Power take-off for lawn and garden ride-on tractors, 2000-rpm - S370.5 FEB2011

Power take-off (PTO) drive shafts-strength and wear tests-acceptance criteria, Tractors and machinery for agricultural and forestry-guards for - S221.1 JAN2005 (R2014)

(Power take-off) Safety for agricultural field equipment - S318.17 JUN2009

Power take-off (PTO), PTO drive shaft, and power input connection (PIC) for agricultural field equipment, Safety for - S604.1 SEP2014

Power take-off drive shafts and power-input connection — part 1: general manufacturing and safety requirements, Agricultural tractors and machinery - AD5673-1:2005 SEP2014

(Power take-off) Agricultural vehicles - mechanical connections between towed and towing vehicles - dimensions of ball-type coupling device (80 mm) - ISO 24347:2005 JUN2014


Power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 1: general specifications, safety requirements, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted - AD500-1:2014 FEB2015

Power take-off types 1, 2 and 3—part 2: narrow-track tractors, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted – ISO 500-2:2004 DEC2010

Power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 3: main PTO dimensions and spline dimensions, location of PTO, Agricultural tractors -- rearmounted – ISO 500-3:2014 FEB2015


(Power take-off) 2000-rpm front and mid PTO for lawn and garden rideon tractors - S431.3 JUN2014

(Pressure) Loads exerted by free-flowing grain on bins - EP433 DEC1988 (R2011)

(Pressure) Loads exerted by free-flowing grain on shallow storage structures - EP545 MAR1995 (R2015)

(Pressure) Loads exerted by Irish potatoes in shallow bulk storage structures - EP446.3 APR2008 (R2012)

(Procedures) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture-Air quality systems for cabs-terminology and overview - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

(Procedures) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC design - S613-2.1 JUN2013

(Procedures) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013

(Product density) Densified products for bulk handling — definitions and method – S269.5 OCT2012

(Product labels) Best management practices for boom spraying - S592 JAN2007 (R2012)

(Production agriculture) Best management practices for boom spraying - S592 JAN2007 (R2012)

Psychrometric data - D271.2 APR1979 (R2014)

(Pucks) Densified products for bulk handling — definitions and method – S269.5 OCT2012


(Q) Quick disconnect Agricultural tractors and machinery—general purpose quick-action hydraulic couplers - S366.2 MAY2004 (R2009)

(R) Radiation quantities and units - EP402 DEC1980 (R2011)

Recycling plastic containers from pesticides and pesticide-related products - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Reference sprayers) Procedure for measuring drift deposits from ground, orchard, and aerial sprayers - S561.1 APR2004 (R2013)

(Re liability) Agricultural machinery management - EP496.3 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Safety) Overhead protection for agricultural tractors—test procedures and performance requirements - SAE J167 AUG2002 (R2011)

(Safety) Pallet load transfer system for vegetable harvesters, shuttle vehicles, and road trucks - S515 JAN1993 (R2012)

(Safety) for power take-off (PTO), PTO drive shaft, and power input connection (PIC) for agricultural field equipment - S604.1 SEP2014

(Safety) practices for agricultural front-end loaders - S355.4 OCT2010

(Safety) practices for agricultural front end loaders - S583 MAY2005 (R2010)

(Safety) for portable agricultural auger conveying equipment - S361.3 APR1990 (R2011)

(Safety) standard for agricultural tractors in scraper applications, General - S602.1 MAR2014

(Safety) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture-air quality systems for cabs-terminology and overview - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

(Safety) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC design - S613-2 JUN2013

(Safety) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013

(Safety) for tractor-mounted, boom-type post hole diggers - S619 DEC2013

(Safety) requirements, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 1: general specifications - AD500-1:2014 FEB2015

(Safety) Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2 and 3—part 2: narrow-track tractors, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone - ISO 500-2:2004 DEC2010

(Safety) Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 3: main PTO dimensions and spline dimensions, location of PTO - ISO 500-3:2014 FEB2015

(Safety) — part 6: sprayers and liquid fertilizer distributors, Agricultural machinery – AD4254-6:2009 AUG2013

(Safety) Agricultural tractors and machinery — power take-off drive shafts and power input connection — part 1: general manufacturing and safety requirements - AD5673-1:2005 SEP2014


(Safety) — part 1: standard tractors, Tractors for agriculture and forestry. - AD26322-1:2008 JUN 2012


(Safety) Recycling plastic containers from pesticides and pesticiderelated products - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Safety) Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for compact utility tractors - S478.1 FEB2012

(Safety) Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for wheeled agricultural tractors - SAE J1194 NOV1999 (R2009)

(Safety) Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for wheeled agricultural tractors - SAE J1194 AUG2002 (R2009)

(Safety) Specifications for alarm systems utilized in agricultural structures - S417.1 MAR1985 (R2012)

(Safety) Specifications for lightning protection - EP381.1 JUL1988 (R2014)

(Safety) 2000-rpm front and mid PTO for lawn and garden ride-on tractors - S431.3 JUN2014

(Safety) 2000-rpm power take-off for lawn and garden ride-on tractors - S370.5 FEB2011

(Safety) Ventilating manure storages to reduce entry risks - S607 OCT2010 (R2014)

(Safety) Water and sediment control basins - S442.1 JAN2012

(Safety) Wiring and equipment for electrically driven or controlled irrigation machines - S362.2 JAN1983ED (R2014)


(Safety) practices) Installation of electric fence controllers - EP568 APR1997 (R2011)

(Safety) sign) Safety practices for agricultural front-end loaders - S355.4 OCT2010

(Safety) sign) Manure storage safety - EP470.1 OCT2011


(Safety) signs) Safety for agricultural field equipment - S318.17 JUN2009

(Safety) signs) Safety for power take-off (PTO), PTO drive shaft, and power input connection (PIC) for agricultural field equipment - S604.1 SEP2014

(Safety) signs) Agricultural tractors and machinery — power take-off drive shafts and power-input connection — part 1: general manufacturing and safety requirements - AD5673-1:2005 SEP2014

(Safety) signs) Safety for farmstead equipment - S545.5 JAN2006 (R2011)

(Safety) signs) Safety for portable agricultural auger conveying equipment - S361.3 APR1990 (R2011)

(Safety) signs) Wiring and equipment for electrically driven or controlled irrigation machines - S362.2 JAN1983ED (R2014) Scaper applications, General safety standard for agricultural tractors in - S602.1 MAR2014

(Safety) Seat, Agricultural tractors instructional - AD23205:2006 FEB2010 (R2014)


(Safety) Seat) Agricultural wheeled tractors and field machinery—measurement of whole-body vibration of the operator - ISO 5008:2002 WCor. 1 MAY2006 (R2011)


(Safety) belts) Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for compact utility tractors - S478.1 FEB2012

(Safety) belts) Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for wheeled agricultural tractors - SAE J1194 NOV1999 (R2009)

(Safety) belts) — part 1: anchorage location requirements, Tractors and machinery for agriculture – ISO 3775-1:2006 MAY2012

(Safety) belts)—part 3: requirements for assemblies, Tractors and machinery for agriculture - AD3776-3:2009 MAY2012

(Sediment control) Underground outlets for conservation practices - EP425 AUG2010
Sediment control basins, Water and - S442.1 JAN2012
Sediment control plans for land disturbing activities, Mapping symbols and nomenclature for erosion and - S422 SEP1993 (R2009)
Seed. Dielectric properties of grain and - D293.4 JAN2012
Seeders, Terminology for soil-engaging components for conservation/tillage planters, drills and - S477.1 AUG2013
Seeders, Terminology and definitions for planters, drills and - S506 OCT2010 (R2014)
Seeds, Moisture measurement—unground grain and - S352.2 APR1988 (R2012)
(Seeds) Moisture relationships of plant-based agricultural products - D245.6 W/Corr. 1 OCT2007 (R2012)
Seeds, other agricultural products, and perforated metal sheets, Resistance to airflow of grains - D272.3 MAR1996 (R2011)
Seeds through orifices, Flow of grain and - D274.1 JAN1992 (R2012)
(Self deployable ROPS) Standardized deployment performance of an automatically deployable ROPS for turf and landscape equipment - S99 NOV2010
(Self deploying ROPS) Standardized deployment performance of an automatically deployable ROPS for turf and landscape equipment - S99 NOV2010
Shallow post and pier foundation design - EP486.2 OCT2012
Shank assemblies, Procedure for measuring point trip force and maximum trip height of tillage - S591 MAY2008 (R2012)
Shanks and ground tool mountings, Chisel plow, field and row crop cultivator - S225.1 FEB1973 (R2013)
(Shanks) Terminology and definitions for agricultural tillage implements - S414.2 MAR2009 (R2013)
Shelters, Design of ventilation systems for poultry and livestock - EP270.5 DEC1986 (R2012)
(Shielding) Safety for agricultural field equipment - S318.17 JUN2009
(Shielding) Safety for power take-off (PTO), PTO drive shaft, and power input connection (PIC) for agricultural field equipment - S604.1 SEP2014
(Shielding) Agricultural tractors and machinery — power take-off drive shafts and power-input connection — part 1: general manufacturing and safety requirements – AD5673-1:2005 SEP2014
(Shielding) Guarding for agricultural equipment - S493.1 JUL2003 (R2012)
(Shielding) Safety for farmstead equipment - S354.5 JAN2006 (R2011)
(Shipping) T-hook slots for securement in shipment of agricultural equipment - S356.1 MAR1980 (R2011)
(Shop) Safety color code for educational and training laboratories - EP415.2 NOV1997 (R2012)
(Shovel) Chisel plow, field and row crop cultivator shanks and ground tool mountings - S225.1 FEB1973 (R2013)
SI (metric) units, Use of - EP285.8 FEB2014
Sievings, Method of determining and expressing fineness of feed materials by - S319.4 FEB2008 (R2012)
(Sievings) Method of determining and expressing particle size of chopped forage materials by screening - S424.1 MAR1992 (R2012)
Signals for use in agriculture, Hand - S351 FEB1972 (R2011)
Signs and hazard pictorials – general principles, Tractors, machinery for agricultural and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment – safety - AD11684:1995 APR2011
Silage and silo capacities, Tower silos: unit weight of - D252.1 MAR1982 (R2014)
(Silos unloaders) Safety for farmstead equipment - S354.5 JAN2006 (R2011)
(Silos) Ladders, cages, walkways and stairs - S412.1 MAR1990 (R2014)
(Silos) Specifications for lightning protection - EP381.1 JUL1988 (R2014)
Silos: unit weight of silage and silo capacities, Tower - D252.1 MAR1982 (R2014)
Silos, Design loads for bunker (horizontal) - EP538.2 OCT2008 (R2013)
Single-phase rural distribution service for motors and phase converters - EP329.3 APR2013
(SIS) Agricultural equipment: speed identification symbol - S584.3 JAN2013
Slow moving vehicle identification emblem (SMV Emblem) - S276.7 W/Corr. 1 SEP2010 (R2014)
Slow moving vehicle (SMV) identification emblem, Mounting brackets and socket for warming lamp and - S277.2 FEB1972 (R2012)
(Slow moving vehicle) Lighting and marking of animal-drawn equipment - EP576.2 OCT2012
(SMV emblem), Slow moving vehicle identification emblem - S276.7 W/Corr. 1 SEP2010 (R2014)
(SMV) Agricultural equipment: speed identification symbol (SIS) - S584.3 JAN2013
Socket for warming lamp and slow-moving vehicle (SMV) identification emblem, Mounting brackets and - S277.2 FEB1972 (R2012)
Soil and water terminology - S526.3 SEP2007
Soil cone penetrometer - S313.3 FEB1999ED (R2013)
Soil cone penetrometer, Procedures for using and reporting data obtained with the - EP542 FEB1999 (R2013)
Soil tillage and soil-tool relationships, Terminology and definitions for - EP291.3 FEB2005 (R2013)
Solar ambient air heaters with defined inlet and outlet conditions, Thermal performance testing of open-looped - S423.1 MAR2014
Solar cooker performance, testing and reporting - S580.1 NOV2013
Solids-mixing equipment for animal feeds, Test procedure for - S303.4 SEP2007 (R2012)
(Speed) Agricultural tractors - rear mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4 — part 1: general specifications, safety requirements, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone - AD500-1:2014 FEB2015
(Speed) Slow moving vehicle identification emblem (SMV emblem) - S276.7 W/Corr. 1 SEP2010 (R2014)
(Speed) Identification symbol (SIS), Agricultural equipment - S584.3 JAN2013
Spline dimensions, location of PTO, Agricultural tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4 — part 3: main PTO dimensions and – ISO 500-3:2014 FEB2015
(Spray deposition) Procedure for measuring drift deposits from ground, orchard, and aerial sprayers - S561.1 APR2004 (R2009)

(Spray drift) Best management practices for boom spraying - S592 JAN2007 (R2012)

(Spray drift) Procedure for measuring drift deposits from ground, orchard, and aerial sprayers - S561.1 APR2004 (R2013)

Spray nozzle classification by droplet spectra - S572.1 MAR2009 (R2013)

(Spray sampling) Procedure for measuring drift deposits from ground, orchard, and aerial sprayers - S561.1 APR2004 (R2013)


(Sprayer) Agricultural machinery — safety — part 6: sprayers and liquid fertilizer distributors — AD4254-6:2009 AUG2013

(Sprayers) Calibration and distribution pattern testing of agricultural aerial application equipment - S386.2 FEB1988 (R2013)

Sprayers, Procedure for measuring drift deposits from ground, orchard, and aerial - S561.1 APR2004 (R2009)

(Spraying) Terminology and definitions for application of crop or forestry production and protection agents - S327.4 JUL2012

(Spraying) Best management practices for boom spraying - S592 JAN2007 (R2012)

Spreaders—dual rating method, Volumetric capacity of box type manure - S324.1 APR1986 (R2012)


Spreaders, Procedure for measuring distribution uniformity and calibrating granular broadcast - S341.4 DEC2009 (R2014)

Spreaders, Volumetric capacity of closed tank type manure - S328.1 JAN1989 (R2014)

Spreaders, Volumetric capacity of forage wagons, wagon boxes, and forage handling adaptations of manure - S328.1 APR1986 (R2011)

Spreading agricultural liquids and slurry, Improving safety on enclosed mobile tanks for transporting and - S237 DEC1986 (R2012)

(Spreading) Terminology and definitions for application of crop or forestry production and protection agents - S327.4 JUL2012

Sprinkler nozzles, Test procedures for determining the uniformity of water distribution of center pivot and lateral move irrigation machines equipped with spray or - S436.1 JUN1996 (R2012)

Sprinkler testing and performance reporting, Procedure for - S398.1 MAR1985 (R2012)

Sprinkler and emitter standard, Landscape irrigation - ASABE/ICC 802-2014

(Sprinkler) Wiring and equipment for electrically driven or controlled irrigation machines - S362.2 JAN1983ED (R2014)

(Stability) Safety for agricultural front end loaders - S583 MAY2005 (R2010)

Stairs, Ladders, cages, walkways and - S412.1 MAR1990 (R2014)

(Stalls) Terminology and recommendations for freestall dairy housing, freestalls, feed bunks, and feeding fences - EP444.1 DEC1999 (R2010)

Standby electric power, Installation and maintenance of farm - EP364.4 FEB2013

(Steady flow rate) Yield monitor performance test standard - S578 JAN2007 (R2012)

(Step Flow) Yield monitor performance test standard - S578 JAN2007 R2012

(Steps) Tractors for agriculture and forestry — safety — part 1: standard tractors - AD26322-1:2008 JUN2012

(Steps) Tractors for agriculture and forestry– safety- part 2: narrow-track and small tractors - AD26322-2:2010 JUN2012

Storage structures, Loads exerted by Irish potatoes in shallow bulk - EP446.3 APR2008 (R2012)

Storage safety, Manure - EP470.1 OCT2011

Storage time for 0.5% dry matter loss, Shelled corn - D535 MAY2005 (R2014)

(Storage) Recycling plastic containers from pesticides and pesticide related products - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Storage) Manually handled collapsible reusable plastic containers for handling of fruits and vegetables - S600 OCT2011

Storages for bulk, fall-crop, Irish potatoes, Design and management of - EP475.1 JUN1996 (R2011)

Storages, Manure - EP393.3 DEC1998 (R2013)

(Structures) Diaphragm design of metal-clad, wood-frame rectangular buildings - EP484.2 JUN1998 (R2012)

Structures due to use, Floor and suspended loads on agricultural - EP378.4 JUN2010 JUN2010 (R2014)

(Structures) Equipotential plane in livestock containment areas - EP473.2 JAN2001 (R2011)

(Structures) Ladders, cages, walkways and stairs - S412.1 MAR1990 (R2014)

Structures, Loads exerted by free-flowing grain on shallow storage - EP545 MAR1995 (R2015)

(Structures) Load tests for metal-clad wood-frame diaphragms - EP556.1 FEB2014

(Structures) Shallow post and pier foundation design - EP486.2 OCT2012

Structures, Specifications for alarm systems utilized in agricultural - S417.1 MAR1985 (R2012)

(Structures) Specifications for lightning protection - EP381.1 JUL1988 (R2014)

(Structures) Uniform terminology for livestock production facilities - S501 APR1990 (R2011)

Subsurface drains in arid and semiarid areas, Design, construction, and maintenance of - EP463.2 NOV2009 (R2014)

Subsurface drainage systems on agricultural lands in humid areas, Design and construction of – EP260.5 FEB2015

Surface drainage systems on agricultural lands in humid areas, Design and construction of - EP302.4 FEB2013 (R2012)

(Surfactants) Recycling plastic containers from pesticides and pesticide related products - S596 FEB2006 (R2011)

(Sweeps) Chisel plow, field and row crop cultivator shanks and ground tool mountings - S225.1 FEB1973 (R2013)


Symbol (SIS), Agricultural equipment: speed identification - S584.3 JAN2013

Symbols and nomenclature for erosion and sediment control plans for land disturbing activities, Mapping - S422 SEP1993 (R2009)

Symbols for operator controls and displays on agricultural equipment, Graphic - S304.8 MAY2006 (R2010)
Symbols for operator controls and other displays - part 1: common symbols, Tractors, machinery for agriculture and forestry, powered lawn and garden equipment - ISO 3767-1:1998 MAY2006 (R2010)


Symbols for pressurized irrigation system design, Graphic - S491 APR1992 (R2012)

T-hook slots for securement in shipment of agricultural equipment - S356.1 MAR1980 (R2011)

 Tanks for transporting and spreading agricultural liquids and slurry, Improving safety on enclosed mobile - S317 DEC1968 (R2012)

 (Telescoping ROPS) Standardized deployment performance of an automatically deployable ROPS for turf and landscape equipment - S599 NOV2010

Temperatures and wet-bulb depressions, Wet-bulb - D309.1 JUN1987 (R2012)

(Tensile strength) Agricultural baling twine for automatic balers - S315.4 DEC2011

Terminology and definitions for application of crop or forestry production and protection agents - S327.4 JUL2012

Terminology and definitions for agricultural tillage implements - S414.2 MAR2009 (R2013)

Terminology and definitions for soil tillage and soil-tool relationships - EP291.3 FEB2005 (R2013)

Terminology and recommendations for freestall dairy housing, freestalls, feed bunks, and feeding fences - EP444.1 DEC1999 (R2010)

(Terminal) Diaphragm design of metal-clad, wood-frame rectangular buildings - EP484.2 JUN1998 (R2012)

Terminology for agricultural machinery management, Uniform - S495.1 NOV2005 (R2011)

Terminology for agricultural tractors, Power take-off definitions and - S205.2 DEC1976 (R2013)

Terminology and definitions for biomass production, harvesting and collection, storage, processing, conversion and utilization - S593.1 JAN2011

Terminology for combines and grain harvesting - S343.3 APR1990ED (R2013)

Terminology for forage harvesters and forage harvesting - S472 DEC1966 (R2012)

Terminology for livestock production facilities, Uniform - S501 APR1990 (R2011)

Terminology for livestock waste/manure handling equipment, Nomenclature - S466.2 OCT2012

(Termology) Milking machines installations-vocabulary - AD3918:2007 JAN2011

Terminology for rural waste management, Uniform - S292.5 OCT1994 (R2013)

Terminology for soil-engaging components for conservation-tillage planters, drills and seeders - S477.1 AUG2013

Terminology for traction of agricultural traction and transport devices and vehicles, General - S296.5 W/Corr. 1 DEC2003 (R2013)

Terminology, Soil and water - S526.3 SEP2007

**Terminology** and overview, Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture-air quality systems for cabs - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

**Terminology** Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC design - S613-2.1 JUN2013

**Terminology** Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—Air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013

**Terminology** Yield monitor field test engineering procedure - S579 1 JUL2012

**Terminology** and definitions for planters, drills and seeders - S506 OCT2010 (R2014)

**Terminology** for air quality, Uniform – S588 JUL2012


(Termology). Milking machine installations - mechanical tests, - AD6690:2007 JAN2011

**Terrace** systems, Design, layout, construction and maintenance of - S268.4 APR1992 (R2008)

**Terraces** Underground outlets for conservation practices - EP425 AUG2010

**Test** Agricultural pallet bins - S337.1 FEB1987 (R2012)

Test and reliability guidelines - EP456 DEC1996 (R2011)

**Test** Designing and constructing irrigation wells - EP400.3 OCT2007 (R2012)

**Test** Energy efficiency of peanut drying systems - S488.1 APR2013

**Test** Method of determining peanut blanchability - S521 DEC1991 (R2011)

**Test** Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture-air quality systems for cabs-terminology and overview - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

**Test** Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC design - S613-2.1 JUN2013

**Test** Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013

**Test** of animal bone, Shear and three-point bending - S459 MAR1992 (R2012)

**Test** of food materials of convex shape, Compression - S368.4 DEC2000 (R2012)

**Test**, Rotary mower blade ductility - S463.2 AUG2011

**Test** Procedure for measuring distribution uniformity and calibrating granular broadcast spreaders - S431.4 DEC2009 (R2014)

**Test procedure** Adjusting forage harvester test data for varying crop moisture - EP502 DEC1996 (R2012)

**Test procedure**, Combine capacity and performance - S396.2 APR1990 (R2013)

**Test procedure** Environmental considerations in development of mobile agricultural electrical/electronic components - EP455 DEC1990 (R2012)

**Test procedure** and performance criteria for the under-carriage load carrying ability of farm materials transport equipment - S360.1 FEB2004 (R2014)

**Test procedure** for determining the uniformity of water distribution of center pivot and lateral move irrigation machines equipped with spray or sprinkler nozzles - S436.1 JUN1996 (R2012)

**Test procedure** for measuring the output characteristics of an electric fence controller - S500 MAR1990 (R2014)
Tractors, Power take-off definitions and terminology for agricultural - S205.2 DEC1978 (R2013)

Tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 1: general specifications, safety requirements, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone, Agricultural - AD500-1:2014 FEB2015

Tractors - rear-mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4—part 3: main PTO, dimensions and spline dimensions, location of PTO, Agricultural – ISO 500-3:2014 FEB2015


(Tractors) Agricultural vehicles - mechanical connections between towed and towing vehicles - dimensions of ball-type coupling device (80 mm) - ISO 24347:2005 JAN2014

Tractors—test procedures and performance requirements, Overhead protection for agricultural - SAE J167 AUG2002 (R2011)

Tractors, Rollover protective structures (ROPS) for wheeled agricultural - SAE J1194 NOV1999 (R2009)

Tractors, Rollover protective structures (ROPS) for wheeled agricultural - SAE J2194 AUG2002 (R2009)

Tractors, Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for compact utility - S478.1 FEB2012

Tractors in scraper applications, General safety standard for agricultural - S802.1 MAR2014

Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture–air quality systems for cabs—Terminology and overview - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC design - S613-2 JUN2013

Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013

Tractors and machinery for agriculture—seat belts — part 1: anchorage location requirements - ISO 3776-1:2006 MAY2012


Tractors — operator’s workplace, access and exit — dimensions, Agricultural - ISO 4252:2007 MAY2012


Tractors, instructional seat, Agricultural - AD23205:2006 FEB2010 (R2014)


Tractor cabs, Aperture for entry of electrical wiring into agricultural - S434 MAR1990 (R2012)

(Trailer) Braking system test procedures and braking performance criteria for agricultural field equipment - S365.9 NOV2011

(Transit flow) Yield monitor performance test standard - S578 JAN2007 (R2012)

Transport devices and vehicles, General terminology for traction of agricultural traction and - S296.5 W/Corr. 1 DEC2003 (R2013)

Transport equipment, Test procedure and performance criteria for the under-carrige load carrying ability of farm materials - S360.1 FEB2004 (R2014)

(Transport) Safety for agricultural field equipment - S318.17 JUN2009

(Transport) Safety for power take-off (PTO), PTO drive shaft, and power input connection (PIC) for agricultural field equipment - S604.1 SEP2014


(Transportation) Manually handled collapsible reusable plastic containers for handling of fruits and vegetables - S600 OCT2011

Transporters and forage blowers, Dimensions for compatible operation of forage harvesters, forage - S328.3 JUL2003 (R2011)

(Treshold Limit Value (TLV)) Ventilating manure storages to reduce entry risks – S607 OCT2010 (R2014)

(Trickle) Design and installation of microirrigation systems - EP405.1 APR1986 (R2014)

Trip force and maximum trip height of tillage shank assemblies, Procedure for measuring point - S591 MAY2008 (R2012)

Trucks, Pallet load transfer system for vegetable harvesters, shuttle vehicles, and road - S515 JAN1993 (R2012)

Twine for automatic balers - S315.4 DEC2011

Under-carrige load carrying ability of farm transport equipment, Test procedure and performance criteria for the - S360.1 FEB2004 (R2014)

Underground, thermoplastic irrigation pipelines, Design, installation and performance of - S376.2 JAN1998 (R2015)

Underground outlets for conservation practices - EP425 AUG2010

Units, Radiation quantities and - EP402 DEC1980 (R2011)

Units, Use of SI (metric) - EP285.8 FEB2014

Utility construction, Drain restoration after - EP511 DEC2003 (R2013)

(V) Safety devices for chemigation - EP409.1 MAR1989 (R2013)

V-belt and v-ribbed belt drives for agricultural machines - S211.5 JUL1998 (R2008)

Vegetable harvesters, shuttle vehicles, and road trucks, Pallet load transfer system for - S515 JAN1993 (R2012)

Vehicle identification emblem (SMV Emblem), Slow moving - S276.7 W/Corr. 1 SEP2010 (R2014)

(Vehicle) Lighting and marking of agricultural equipment on highways - S279.17 JUL2013

Vehicles, and road trucks, Pallet load transfer system for vegetable harvesters, shuttle - S515 JAN1993 (R2012)

Ventilation and care of livestock and poultry, Design values for emergency - EP282.2 FEB1993 (R2013)

Ventilation constant speed fan test standard, Agricultural - S565 OCT2005 (R2011)

Ventilation fans, Guidelines for selection of energy efficient agricultural - EP566.2 JUN2012

Ventilation systems for poultry and livestock shelters, Design of - EP270.5 DEC1986 (R2012)

(Ventilation) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture-air quality systems for cabs—Terminology and overview - S613-1 FEB2009 (R2013)

(Ventilation) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 2: cab & HVAC design - S613-2.1 JUN2013

(Ventilation) Tractors and self-propelled machinery for agriculture—air quality systems for cabs—part 3: filters for environmental cab HVAC systems - S613-3 JUN2013